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Abstract: Bounce rate is an effective parameter to measure the 

quality of any website.  Bounce rate refers to the percentage of 

visitors that leave a website (or “bounce” back to the search 

results or referring website) after viewing only one page a website. 

High bounce rate is bad as it depicts that the content on a site 

didn’t match what the visitor was looking for so he left without 

viewing another page. Since bounce rate equates to visitors taking 

absolutely no action on a website so this metric could be used as a 

measure of success .This paper analyses the bounce rate of a 

website based on web analytics data.  In this paper, analysis of 

bounce rate will be based on performance of website. Data is 

collected using Google Analytics tool. After applying 

preprocessing techniques to data an eleven step regression model 

is built using the various attributes like Average Server Response 

Time,  Average Server Connection Time, Average Redirection 

Time, Average Page Download Time, Average Domain Lookup 

time and Average Page Load Time. Mathematical equation is 

constructed on the basis of outcome of result so that bounce rate 

can be analyzed and predicted. Model is further refined after 

establishing the correlation between various attributes. 

Correlation is established to improve the accuracy in analysis and 

prediction of bounce rate. This regression model gives insight 

about the various parameters involved and their effect on bounce 

rate.  Qunatile Quantile plot is constructed to see if plausible data 

is normally distributed. This complete experiment is done using R 

Studio 

 
Index Terms: Bounce Rate, Google Analytics, Regression 

model, Web Analytics, Website Performance  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Highlight Bounce rate is the percentage of single-page 

sessions on a website, meaning a visitor left website from an 

entrance page without visiting another page on website. A 

websites trust should be measured as decision makers may need 

the information for supplementing their decision-making in 

symptom analysis using information from health related 

websites. TNM (Trust Necessitated through Metrics) is used for 

measuring the quality of website. For measuring the TRUST a 

tool is used which is based on various parameters like Average 

time on website, Bounce rate, Average daily visits, Page/visit 

and Category rank.[1] There may be many tools used for 

collecting web analytics data like Google Analytics , Stat 

counter and server  log files. [2]An average bounce rate can be 

within the range of 41-60% but an excellent bounce rate will 

be between 20-40%. Generally majority of websites fall into 

the 41-60% range. A website or blog having bounce rate more 

then 70% needs improvement and should pay attention to 

website content, structure and page load speed. A high bounce 

rate can be a sign that content of website is not targeted to the 
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visitor’s requirements.  

On the other hand high bounce rate can also be used a 

positive indicator depending on the nature of business. Most 

marketing experts believe that bounce rate may affect the 

search engine rankings of a website. Bounce rate may impact 

search Engine rankings, either directly or indirectly. [3] 

Google's Gary Illyes stated in 2015 that Google do not use 

bounce rate data from Google Analytics for search engine 

rankings. So a website may not be directly affected by bounce 

rate in search rankings, but it does not mean that performance 

of website can be termed as best. Bounce rate’s affects 

website’s goals. If webmasters are looking to convert leads on 

your website, bounce rate may play very important to 

company’s site. [4]- [5]  

Some of the reasons for high bounce rate-  

1)     For a single page website bounce rate will always be 

100%. 

2)     Google Analytics [6] tracking code may not be inserted 

correctly. If the code is inserted in header or footer then 

also bounce rate will be 100% 

3)     Coding errors can also affect bounce rate.  Bounce rate is 

determined based on cookies, and if coding is resetting 

that cookie, it resets the session and sends inaccurate data 

to your Google Analytics account.  

4)     If a website is poorly designed then user neither will nor 

is able to find what it is looking for. So a visitor may 

leave the website quickly adding to the bounce rate of 

website.   

5)     Poor Search Engine Optimization may be another factor 

for high bounce rate. If wrong keyword strategy is used 

for ranking a website in search engine then visitors may 

not find required information and may leave website. 

6)    If a user bookmarks a page, visits that page and leaves, 

it’s still considered a bounce.[7]  

This paper is organized as follows - Section I contains the 

introduction about the bounce rate, various factors 

responsible for bounce rate, standard bounce rates for 

different types of websites and how bounce rate affects the 

websites performance . Section II contains the previous work 

done to measure and reduce the bounce rate of website. 

Section III describes the methodology that is used to create 

and refine the regression model where as Section IV contains 

results and discussion about the model where as section V 

concludes the study.  

 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [7] author talks about 
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creating a conceptual model for calculating TRUST based on 

data obtained from web analytics for content driven sites. Here 

many factors like Dwell Time, over all traffic bounce rate, 

conversion rate and website quality are being used to create the 

model. 

In [8] author uses web analytics for segmentation of B2B 

websites. Here Bounce rate for registered and unregistered 

users on a website is studied.  Considering B2B 

characteristics in analytics, effectiveness of user behavior by 

segmentation was studied.  

In [9] author compares various tools like Google analytics , 

stat counter to collect data on page views, unique visits and  

returning visits in different browers like chrome , Firefox , opera 

and many other similar browsers.  

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF REGRESSION 

MODEL  

For this study regression model was built in 3 phases [10] - 

[11] These phases are described below 

A. Phase I - Define and Design 

In the first phase all study variables were made as clear as 

possible so that smoother results could be obtained in later 

phases. It consists of following five steps – 

1. Aim of the research questions was written in theoretical 

and operational terms. 

It was decided to study user’s behavior depending on the 

speed of a website.  

2.  Design the study or define the design 

   Study was designed to use simple regression model for 

predicting the bounce rate of webpage. There are  many 

factors that lead to bounce rate of a website some of them may 

be low quality content, poor website design, slow speed of 

website may are major factors. It was decided to predict the 

bounce rate due to slow speed of website as other two factors 

can’t be measured.  A simple random sample will be taken 

from Google webmaster tool.  

3. Choose the variables for answering research questions 

and determine their level of measurement. 

Response time of web page was further broken down in to 

seven variables - Average Page Load Time, Average Server 

Response Time, Average Page Download Time, Average 

Redirection Time, Average Server Connection Time and 

Average Domain Lookup Time. It was decided to get this data 

Google Webmaster tool.         

4. Write an analysis plan 

initially data was studied manually for checking the 

possibility of outliers.  Data was preprocessed before making 

final analysis. Correlation of every variable with the predictor 

variable that is Bounce Rate was also studied using. 

5. Calculate sample size estimations 

as the variables to be considered can have different values at 

different time of day so it was decided to use 3793 rows of 

data that was recorded for every hour. 

B.  Phase 2: Prepare and explore 

6.   Collect, code, enter, and clean data  

Data was collected for 2 months in which average of each 

hour was taken. Here a unique id was attached to each data 

row which was removed. In some of the attributes response 

time was given as zero, and in some of the cases time was 

given more then 5 seconds for a single variable so those rows 

were also removed. Bounce rate was given in percentage 

which was converted in to fractions. 

7.  Run Univariate and Bivariate Statistics 

Univariate and Bivariate Analysis were done and 

anomalies were removed. [12] Distributional assumptions of 

Yon X were checked for - 

a) Independence 

b)  Normality 

c)  Constant Variance 

It was checked  with residual plot- Q-Q plot of the residuals 

for normality, and a scatter plot of Residuals on X.  

8. Run an initial model 

Initially model was run to see if any discrepancies are there. 

Model was examined for outliers and noise.  

Phase 3: Refine the model 

9.  Refine predictors and check model fit 

 For checking predictor variables effect on response 

variable i.e. bounce rate, correlation between different 

variables was checked  

10. Test assumptions 

Based on the results obtained in previous step model was built 

again using 2 variables bounce rate and average Domain 

Lookup Time.  

11. Interpret Results 

 After model was built and refined mathematical equations 

were constructed to analyze and predict bounce rate.  

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Initially two months data was collected from Google 

Analytics which was average of one hour and contained 6742 

rows of data.  

 

Fig 1 – Regression Model before 

Refinement  
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This data consisted of attributes like Average Server Response Time, 

Average Server Connection Time, Average Redirection Time, Average Page 

Download Time, Average Domain Lookup time and Average Page Load 

Time. After a close manual examination of data it was discovered that some 

of attribute values were zero.  

Since all the attribute values were measured in seconds and 

a precision up to 2 decimal places was being used so it was 

decided to remove rows with zero as value. After 

preprocessing 4672 rows were left for analysis on which an 

initial Regression Model was built.  Results obtained from 

this model are depicted in Fig 1 

In the result, coefficients are shown in the column Estimate 

standard dependency between different variables. So, the 

equation for bounce rate becomes as below. 

bouncerate = 0.5 + (-0.0004)avgServerResponsetime + 

(-0.0003) avgServerconnectionTime + (-0.0008) 

avgRedirectionTime + (0.00007) avgPageDownloadTime +  

(0.002) avgDomainLookuptime + (0.00007) 

avgpageLoadtime                                                            (1) 

 

Here, from equation (1) it can’t be said  that the 

relationships estimated from this regression model(model_2) 

are perfect, because the model result is  generated after model 

fitted to the data set(i.e. model learns from the data and then 

estimate coefficients values) and data set may contain some 

unreliable observations. 

 

It is necessary to improve the model, so that the 

relationships of bounce rate and time components can be 

identified very precisely.  

 

It is evident from the equation, Average Domain Lookup 

Time impacts more on bounce rate. After initial model built 

various data attributes were checked for correlation among 

them . Results are depicted in Fig 2. 

From Fig 2 it was discovered that bounce rate was 

correlated only with Average Domain Lookup Time, so it was 

decided  to discard other predictor variables. 

 

 

Fig 2 –  Checking Correlation between variables  

Therefore a new model was built based on bounce rate and 

Average Domain Lookup Time. Hence the final equation of 

Bounce Rate is given as – 

 

Fig 3 –  Regression Model after Refinement 

 

bouncerate = 0.5 + (0.0009)avgDomainLookuptime       (2) 

 

It can be seen from equation (2) that  Average Domain 

Lookup Time impacts more on bounce rate.  

V. CONCLUSION 

For this study it was  noticed that there were data issues or 

misspecified predictor issues  until coefficients  were 

interpreted . It was established that to determine the bounce 

rate of a website its Average Domain Lookup time plays an 

important role.  

 

 

 

 
Fig4 qqplot of data after preprocessing 
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